Conjugated quasi-periodic ELF/VLF emissions between the Arase satellite and both Van Allen Probes
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Extremely Low (ELF) and Very Low Frequency (VLF) emissions are naturally occurring magnetospheric plasma waves in the frequencies of 3 Hz to 30 kHz. They play a fundamental role in radiation belt dynamics, accelerating or scattering electrons through wave-particle interactions. We report the first quasi-periodic (QP) emission simultaneously observed by the Arase (ERG) satellite and both Van Allen Probes (RBSP). This is one of few known conjugated satellite events where the waves show very similar spectral and temporal features. The event was observed on November 29, 2018 from approximately 11 to 13:30 UT by both RBSP, while ERG observed it from 12 to 14 UT. Using wave analysis, propagation parameters, and intensities simultaneously measured at several locations we will discuss the approximate location of the source region. We will also discuss the eventual timing differences between QP periodicity at different locations. Some slight variation in the spectral shapes is observed. We will discuss possible relationships with the variations of plasma number density, magnetic field, and energetic electron distribution.
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